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BSE : 3.3/4.3/1/3.3 

A. Identity 

 
 

 

BASIC COMPETENCE 

3.3 menerapkanfungsisosial, strukturteks, 
danunsurkebahasaanteksinteraksitransaksionallisandantulis yang 
melibatkantindakanmemberidanmemintainformasiterkaittindakan/kegiatan/kejadian 
yang akan, sedang, dantelahdilakukan/terjadidiwaktu yang akandatang, 
sesuaidengankontekspenggunaannya (Perhatikanunsurkebahasaanwill+(simple), 
will+(continuous), will+(perfect))  
 

4.3 menyusunteksinteraksitransaksionallisandantulis yang 

melibatkantindakanmemberidanmemintainformasiterkaittindakan/kegiatan/kejadian 

yangakan, sedang, dantelahdilakukan/terjadi di waktu yang akandatang, 

denganmemperhatikanfungsisosial, strukturteks, danunsurkebahasaan yang 

benardansesuaikonteks 
 

 

 

PRESENT FUTURE AND PERFECT TENSES 
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Learning purpose  

 

 

In this chapter, you will learn about some tenses on 

future. Surely, you will have to know the proper 

grammatical structure used to understand the whole 

dialogue.  Practicing by creating your own dialogue 

using the learnt tenses is needed to enhance your 

understanding on the social function and the text 

structure of those tenses. 

 

 

 

B. Concept mapping 
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C. Learning process 

GENERAL INSTRUCTION : You have to do the activities step by step to understand the 

learning material. At the end, there will be an evaluation to test your level of 

understanding on the material. When your level is above the passing score, you may 

continue to the next material.  

Before you ask for the evaluation, please ensure yourself that you have already 

mastered the whole material in this chapter. 

 

 

Before learning : 

TELL WHAT YOU PLAN IN THE FUTURE! 

 

 

Whilstlearning:  

You should learn the future tense before doing these exercises below by 

clicking: https://hedwigbooks.com/2018/07/07/tenses/ 

And find the future tenses. 

 

ACTIVITY ONE 
 

READ THE DIALOGUE WELL, THEN WRITE WHAT THE UNDERLINED 

SENTENCES EXPRESS, THEIR PATTERN AND THE NAME OF EACH 

TENSE! 

 

 

Stea : Do you know “TikTok” application? 

Feen : There have been many of such applications in the gadgets now. And I am not 

interested in searching any of it. 

Stea : If you don’t know anything, people will consider that you are not updated. 

Feen : Who cares? My future doesn’t depend on gadget. I am going to be a scientist. 

Stea : There are also some applications dealing to it. 

Feen : I know, but I won’t be busy searching for that. I ensure myself that I will have 

created some useful applications to save the earth before I am 40. 

Stea : O… you are so optimistic. 

https://hedwigbooks.com/2018/07/07/tenses/
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Feen : Of course, I am. Because I have already started the research and next month I will 

be having an experiment with my mentor. 

Stea : You are really serious, aren’t you? 

Feen : I never talk nonsense. We have planned that we will have been doing the 

experiment for some weeks when the committee of the National Youth Research 

arrives to see our work on September. 

Stea : National Youth Research? You must be kidding. 

Feen : No, even I have been preparing this competition since three months ago. 

 

1. There have been many of such applications in the gadgets now. 

a. This sentence expresses ___________ 

b. The pattern is ___________ 

c. The name of the tense is ___________ 

 

2. If you don’t know anything, people will consider that you are not updated. 

a. This sentence expresses ___________ 

b. The pattern is ___________ 

c. The name of the tense is ___________ 

 

3. I am going to be a scientist. 

a. This sentence expresses ___________ 

b. The pattern is ___________ 

c. The name of the tense is ___________ 

 

4. I won’t be busy searching for that. 

a. This sentence expresses ___________ 

b. The pattern is ___________ 

c. The name of the tense is ___________ 

 

5. I will have created some useful applications to save the earth before I am 40 years. 

a. This sentence expresses ___________ 

b. The pattern is ___________ 

c. The name of the tense is ___________ 

 

6. I have already started. 

a. This sentence expresses ___________ 

b. The pattern is ___________ 

c. The name of the tense is ___________ 
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7. Next month I will be having an experiment with my mentor. 

a. This sentence expresses ___________ 

b. The pattern is ___________ 

c. The name of the tense is ___________ 

 

8. We will have been doing the experiment for some weeks when the committee of the 

National Youth Research arrives to see our work on September. 

a. This sentence expresses ___________ 

b. The pattern is ___________ 

c. The name of the tense is ___________ 

 

9. I have been preparing this competition since three months ago. 

a. This sentence expresses ___________ 

b. The pattern is ___________ 

c. The name of the tense is ___________ 

 

 

ACTIVITY TWO 
TO GET A COMPLETE UNDERSTANDING OF THE FOUR TENSES, IT’S 

IMPORTANT HAVING SOME EXERCISES BELOW! 
 

 

Change the verb in the bracket into Simple Present Future or Present Future 

Continuous! 

1. I am afraid that she (be) mad because of milk spilt on her dress. 

2. We have finished chapter 3. We (have) a test on it next week. 

3. Her costume is the most fantastic. She (win) this cosplay contest. 

4. All of the contestants (hunt) for the pictures on people in the market this afternoon. 

5. What you (do) this evening? I would like to discuss our business plan. 

6. I am worried about them. Wait! I (call) them to know how they are. 

7. Are you sure that you (continue) this unpopular project? 

8. The board meeting has been lasting for almost two hours. They (decide) whether they (sell) 30% 

of the company’s invested capital on the gold mining. 

9. We are collecting some data in this plantation because we (have) a research on how to get the 

qualified yield.  

10. Please, hurry up! It (rain). I felt just the drops. 

11. If you are still here, they (find) you. 

12. Each visitor is holding an offspring of turtle. They (release) them to the sea. 

13. Based on this schedule, the president (open) the ceremony at 10.00 a.m. 

14. The fishermen (fish) at the middle of the sea at midnight. 

15. Don’t worry! The boys (not dare) to make a fool of you anymore. 
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Change the verb in the bracket into Simple Present Future Perfect or Present Future 

Perfect Continuous! 

1. The super heroes  (destroy) Mr. Soiko’s laboratory before he finishes his experiment. 

2. The painters (exhibit) all their paintings for a week when the art museum is inaugurated on 

October 3? 

3. I am sure that the leader (get) the decision by next Wednesday. 

4. When his first novel is launched, he (finish) the second one too? 

5. The criminals (do) their job for some minutes when the captain arrives. 

6. The young journalists (have) a workshop for two days when the chief director of the national 

newspaper company comes to see them. 

7. Before those children go into the swimming pool, their teacher (check) them one by one. 

8. We (spend) our holiday for three days when the international flower carnival begins in Bali. 

9. I (edit) the video for two days by the end of this week. 

10. The charismatic leader (speak) for about an hour before we are ready to give him an award. 

11. Our national football team (go) through some hard training programs before the next big match? 

12. We (enjoy) the scenery in Lombok Island for two days when the international bike racers pass 

through some villages in the island. 

13. Millions of young people (use) gadgets to improve their lives by the next decade. 

14. Our president (build) a quite long highway that connects cities in Java by the end of this year. 

15. Some historians (have) a research on some historical sites in Sulawesi for a month before Mr. 

Iwan establishes the foundation for historical research in Sulawesi. 

REVIEW 

Find out what makes the sentences below incorrect, then make them correct! 

1. Some countries state that they have managed 50% of their plastic waste by 2025. 

2. The government will have planting mangrove trees in some damaged beaches for some days 

when the representatives from the green peace organization arrive. 

3. The scientists will be examine the virus in the animal’s body next week. 

4. Mr. Aldin will be promoting his homestay for a week before the homestay exhibition is opened. 

5. The children will have stopped their online game if they run out of their credit. 

6. Some tourism objects will crowded when the holiday season comes. 

7. Some tribes will hold a national conference on Monday 27. There has been the announcement 

about it on televisions. 

8. People have been able to enjoy the technologically advanced museum by the end of this month. 

9. The professor has been having a press conference on his discovery for about 15 minutes when 

the Secretary General of UNO arrives. 

10. Some models will have been posing for the new shampoo product this evening. 

11. If you don’t talk to them, there will more chaos. 

12. We will have told them the truth so that they don’t blame us for this damage. 

13. Some policemen will have trained the senior high school students to ride a motorcycle safely 

next Monday. 

14. Before the competition begins, all of the committee members will be ready. 

15. The prisoners will have been having a workshop on how to produce handy craft tomorrow. 
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Write a response toward the given situation by applying the appropriate tense! 

 

Example: The animators are drawing a lot of pictures on the computer seriously.  

The possible response is They will have combined all pictures into a thirty minute – 

movie by this weekend. 

 

1. It is a great fortune for me to get the free ticket for such a great concert. 

2. We should encourage those children to create things from the plastic waste. 

3. Some Indonesian women began climbing the summit of the seven highest mountains in the 

world last week. 

4. Machu Picchu has the highest visit on the peak season in the drier months of June and July. 

5. The students are calculating the measurements of some things in the class. 

6. The two journalists have already planned to interview us. 

7. The time for planting tobacco plants depends on the weather. 

8. The arrivals of some foreign investors have been scheduled. 

9. The government is focusing on building two huge wind– generated electric power plants in this 

remote area. 

10. Here is the schedule for the activities. 

11. I am invited to join the cooking course next week. 

12. Some creative young men are promoting the new variants on their products. 

13. My son is busy editing the chunks of his short movie. 

14. The respect of nature seems to be gone because of the city life and modernity. 

15. The development of this country depends much on the people’s mindset.  

 
DISCUSS YOUR ANSWERS WITH YOUR TEACHER!  MAKE SURE THAT YOU 

REALY UNDERSTOOD ALL THE EXERCISES. IF YOU HAVEN’T, ASK YOUR 

TEACHER TO GIVE YOU SOME MORE EXERCISES. 

 

 

ACTIVITY THREE 

 
TO ADD YOUR VOCABULARY ON THE IRREGULAR VERBS, COMPLETE THE 

TABLE BELOW! 

 

 

No Infinitive (V1) Past (V2)  
Past Participle 

(V3) 

1 Awake   

2 Be   

3 Become   
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4 Blow   

5 Break   

6 Bring   

7 Buy   

8 Catch   

9 Choose   

10 Come   

11 Cut   

12 Do   

13 Draw   

14 Dream   

15 Drink   

16 Drive   

17 Eat   

18 Fall   

19 Feed   

20 Feel   

21 Fight   

22 Find   

23 Fly   

24 Forbid   

25 Forget   

26 Get    

27 Give   

28 Go   

29 Grow   

30 Have   

31 Hear   

32 Hide   

33 Hit   
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34 Hold   

35 Hurt   

36 Keep   

37 Know   

38 Lead   

39 Learn   

40 Leave   

41 Lie   

42 Lie   

43 Lose   

44 Make   

45 Meet   

46 Put   

47 Read   

48 Ride   

49 Run   

50 Say   

51 See   

52 Sell   

53 Send   

54 Shake   

55 Show   

56 Sing   

57 Sit   

58 Sleep   

59 Smell   

60 Speak   

61 Spend   

62 Stand   

63 Steal   
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64 Swim   

65 Take   

66 Teach   

67 Tell   

68 Think   

69 Throw   

70 Understand   

71 Wear   

72 Win   

73 Write   

 

 

ACTIVITY FOUR 

 
DOING THE FOLLOWING PRACTICES WILL ELEVATE YOUR ABILITY TO THE 

BETTER UNDERSTANDING ON THE FOUR TENSES! 

 

 
Arrange these jumbled words into a meaningful sentence! 

 

1. families -Many - having - will - picnic - be – a - in - at - park - weekend  - this. 

2. been - finalists  - will - for - The - have - their  - preparing - when - speech - ten - minutes  - back - 

the - come  - juries. 

3. The - will - their - have - finished - builders  - job - before  - comes - the - season  - rainy.  

4. are - kids - going - to  - some - The - the - have - in - games  - afternoon. 

5. Is - Every  - research - student  - to - have - going  - a - on - recycle - how  - waste - to - the - week 

- plastic - in - school  - this - next. 

6. your - Every - turn - on - one - will - paintings - to - see - if - attractively - display - them - you. 

7. have - Human - will - beings - all - the - resources - used up - the - natural - by - fifty - next - years. 

8. Have - I - will - for - been - the  - taking care of - three - plants - months  - when - some - blossom 

- them - of - begin - to. 

9. What - have - will - written - you - be - the - on - soon - newspaper. 

10. be - international - diva - a - The - will - having - our - concert - in - on - September  - 5 - city.  
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Now, Find a partner, and make a dialogue containing the four tenses! Then, ask your 

other friend or teacher to record your conversation! 

 

EVALUATE YOUR OWN RECORDING! 

NOW, SUMMARIZE WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNT BY COMPLETING THE SENTENCES 

BELOW! TRY NOT SEEING THE GRAMMAR BOOK. 

 

1. The pattern of the Simple Present future is ___________________________________________ 

and ________________________________________________ 

2. The pattern of the Simple Present future Perfect is 

_______________________________________ 

3. The pattern of the Present future Continuous is 

_________________________________________ 

4. The pattern of the Present future Perfect Continuous  is  

___________________________________ 

5. The use of the Simple Present future is ___________________________________________ 

and ________________________________________________ 

6. The use of the Simple Present future Perfect is _______________________________________ 

7. The use of the Present future Continuous is _________________________________________ 

8. The use of the Present future Perfect Continuous  is  ___________________________________ 

 

SHOW YOUR ANSWERS TO THE TEACHER AND LET HER / HIM CHECK IT.  

NOW, FILL IN THE TABLE BELOW TO REFLECT YOURSELF ON UNDERSTANDING THE MATERIAL! 

 

SELF-REFLECTION ON THE MASTERY OF MATERIALS  

No questions Yes No 

1. Can you differentiate the function of Simple Present 
future from Simple Present future Perfect? 

  

2. Can you differentiate the function of Present future 
Continuous from Present future Perfect Continuous? 

  

3. Can you apply those tenses in a dialouge?   

 

 


